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Introduction: True Piety According to Calvin

Piety Defined in Word and Act

Piety defined by Calvin. In his first Catechism (published 
in French in 1537 and in Latin in 1538), John Calvin defined 
the untranslatable word pietas, which for him was the short-
hand symbol for his whole understanding and practice of 
Christian faith and life:

True piety does not consist in a fear which willingly indeed 
flees God’s judgment, but since it cannot escape is terrified. 
True piety consists rather in a sincere feeling which loves 
God as Father as much as it fears and reverences Him as 
Lord, embraces His righteousness, and dreads offending 
Him worse than death. And whoever have been endowed 
with this piety dare not fashion out of their own rashness 
any God for themselves. Rather, they seek from Him the 
knowledge of the true God, and conceive Him just as He 
shows and declares Himself to be.1

Calvin more succinctly defined pietas in the Institutes as 
“that reverence joined with love of God which the knowledge 

of his benefits induces.”2 Beside pietas he set religio: “. . . faith so 
joined with an earnest fear of God that this fear also embraces 
willing reverence, and carries with it such legitimate worship 
as is prescribed in the law.”3 Note that in these definitions of 
pietas and religio, a number of other basic terms are interlaced: 
faith, fear, reverence, love, knowledge. One might diagram their 
interrelationship as shown in figure 1:

To grasp the full amplitude of pietas, let us examine a 
few of the many references to the word scattered through 
his commentaries and other writings. In the Commentary 
on the Psalms (119:78f.) he taught that the true nature of 

religion

God

serves

piety

reverence and lovefaith and fear

worships

man

+

Fig. 1.
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pietas is seen in the two marks of believers: (1) honor, the 
obedience rendered to Him as Father; (2) fear, the service 
done Him as Lord.4 Distinct from this is the unbeliever’s 
fear, which rests not upon faith (fides) but upon unfaith 
(diffidentia).5 Knowledge also enters largely into the concept 
of pietas. In the Commentary on Jeremiah (10:25) Calvin 
spoke of knowledge of God (cognitio Dei) as the beginning 
of pietas. Calling upon God’s name (invocatio) is the fruit 
of the knowledge of God and is evidence of pietas.6 In the 
Institutes Calvin spoke of the first step toward pietas as “to 
know that God is a father to us.”7 Elsewhere he asserted 
that there is no pietas without true instruction, as the name 
disciples indicates.8 “True religion and worship of God,” he 
said, “arise out of faith, so that no one duly serves God save 
him who has been educated in His school.”9

Calvin also related piety and love (caritas). In Praelec-
tiones in Ezekiel (18:5) he spoke of pietas as the root of cari-
tas.10 Pietas means the fear or reverence of God; but we also 
fear God when we live justly among our brethren.11 This 
relationship between our reverential attitude toward God 
and our attitude toward neighbor is further developed in a 
sermon on Deuteronomy 5:16:

And this is why the heathen have applied this word pietas 
to the honor we render to father, mother, and all those in 
authority over us. Pietas, properly speaking, is the rever-
ence we owe to God: but the pagans, although they were 
poor blind folk, recognized that God not only wills to be 
served in His majesty, but when we obey the persons who 
rule over us, in sum, He wills to prove our obedience at 

this point. And thus, inasmuch as fathers and mothers, 
magistrates, and all those who have authority, are lieuten-
ants of God and represent His person, it is certain that if 
one show them contempt and reject them, that it is like 
declaring that one does not want to obey God at all.12

Yet Calvin places pietas higher than caritas, for God tow-
ers over man; still, “believers seriously testify, by honoring 
mutual righteousness among themselves, that they honor 
God.”13

The connection between the pagan and Christian notions 
of pietas is pursued further in the Commentary on John. Here 
Calvin admitted “that some grains of pietas were ever scat-
tered throughout the world” but “that by God, through the 
hand of philosophers and profane writers, were sowed the 
excellent sentiments to be found in their writings.”14 Aratus’s 
couplet quoted by Paul (who spoke to infidels and men igno-
rant of true pietas) is “the testimony of a poet who confessed 
a knowledge engraved by nature upon men’s minds.”15

That Calvin’s youthful classical studies had laid the 
groundwork for this classical as well as Christian under-
standing of the word pietas is clear from his Commen-
tary on Seneca’s “De Clementia,” published in 1532 when 
Calvin was twenty-two years of age. In explaining the 
Senecan phrase “nor the piety of his children,” Calvin 
drew together what we may assume were the chief clas-
sical texts that were mingled, after his conversion, with 
Scriptural and patristic uses to shape the word in his 
thought. Note that among the pagan classical writers is 
to be found a quotation from Augustine’s City of God. 
Here are Calvin’s words:
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Cicero, Pro Plancio (33.80): What is piety, if not 
a benevolent gratitude to one’s parents? Quintilian 
(5.10.12): Just as those things that are admitted by 
the general consent of mankind, such as that there 
are gods, and that piety is to be shown to parents. 
Yet in order that my readers may understand what 
piety really is, I shall append Cicero’s words from 
the Topics (23.90): Equity is also said to have three 
parts: one pertains to the gods in heaven, the second 
to the spirits of the departed, the third to men. The 
first is called “piety,” the second “sanctity,” the third 
“justice” or “equity.” Thus far Cicero. But since parents 
are for us so to speak in the place of the gods, to them 
is diverted what Augustine hints at (DCD, 10.1.3): 
Piety, properly speaking, is commonly understood 
as worship of God, which the Greeks call eusebeia. 
Yet this eusebeia is said to be exercised by way of 
obligation toward parents also. But we also use the 
term when we wish to express a particularly force-
ful love. Cicero (Ep. Fam., 1.9.1): I was very much 
pleased with your letter, which made me realize that 
you fully appreciate my piety toward you; for why 
should I say “my good will” whenever the term “piety” 
itself, most solemn and sacred as it is, does not seem 
to me impressive enough to describe my obligation 
to you?16

As this collection of classical passages indicates, the words 
pius and pietas in classical Latin referred first to the rela-
tionship of children to their parents.17 In the Roman family 
of the paterfamilias and the materfamilias, children were 
expected to fear, honor, obey, and love their parents. Pietas 

bespoke the mutual love and care between parents and 
their offspring.

The state was, after all (as Aristotle described it in 
his Politics),18 but the extension of the family. The king or 
emperor was the pater patriae, the father of his country.19 
Parricide, in Roman eyes the most horrendous crime of 
which man is capable, and subject to the cruelest and most 
unusual punishment of all, was extended to assassination 
of the ruler, as the parent of all.20 Pietas, then, in the larger 
sense summarized all the feelings of loyalty, love of country, 
and self-sacrifice for the common good that marked Roman 
citizenship.

The early Christians, whose supreme Ruler and Father 
was God, without divesting the word pietas of its familial 
and national meaning, carried the word to a higher use. For 
them the whole complex of relationships between God the 
Father and His earthly children was summed up in this one 
word. For Calvin, then, there is in the word the classical 
overshine of filial obedience. Pietas bespeaks the walk of us 
adopted children of God the Father, adopted brothers and 
sisters of Christ the Son.

So far we have dealt mainly with the “inner” meaning of 
pietas. It also had an external meaning for Calvin. In On the 
Harmony of the Gospels (Matt. 12:7 and parallels) he argued, 
with our Lord, that certain types of manual labor were per-
mitted on the Sabbath—those connected with the worship 
of God—and spoke of the officia pietatis, which we might 
render “religious duties.” In the same passage Calvin suggested 
the modern hypocritical connotation of piety, speaking of the 
“hypocrites who pretend pietas by outward signs and griev-
ously pervert it by sticking in carnal worship alone.”21
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Calvin’s meaning will emerge more clearly as we seek 
out the Scriptural basis of his concept of pietas. The New 
Testament word uniformly rendered by the Latin pietas is 
eujsevbeia. It is found almost exclusively in the Pastoral and 
General Epistles, appearing elsewhere in the New Testament 
only at Acts 3:12. Of the fifteen references in the former, 
the RSV translates all but three as “godliness.” The word is 
used in the Septuagint to denote “the duty which man owes 
to God—piety, godliness, religion.”22 In the Septuagint the 
word is chiefly found in the Apocrypha.

Piety mirrored in Calvin’s life. If this then is what piety 
meant for Calvin, we will certainly find in the accounts of 
his conversion, however meager, help in understanding how 
this concept was shaped in his own life.

Much ink has been spilled in discussion and specula-
tion on the date, circumstances, and character of Calvin’s 
decision to accept the Reformation faith. I have dealt 
with the shape of his conversion in my translation of the 
Institution of 1536.23 Classic accounts of conversion usu-
ally cite some verse of Scripture as triggering the change. 
Augustine’s experience of “Tolle, Lege!” (“Take up and 
read!”) in the garden near Milan led him through Romans 
13:13f. to Bishop Ambrose and Christian baptism. Luther 
was captivated by Romans 1:17. We have no such defi-
nite information on the specific Scripture that brought 
Calvin’s change of heart. A close study of the evidence 
has, however, led me to suggest that it very probably was 
Romans 1:18–25. More specifically, the text may well 
have been Romans 1:21 (“. . . for although they knew God 
they did not honor him as God or give thanks to him, but 

they became futile in their thinking and their senseless 
minds were darkened”—rsv).24

The central themes of Calvin’s piety are the honoring of 
God and being thankful to Him; they are interwoven in the 
recital of his conversion in the preface to the Commentary on 
the Psalms25 and in the account of the Reformed Christian’s 
confession before God’s judgment seat in Calvin’s Reply to 
Cardinal Sadolet.26

Calvin’s newfound faith is early expressed in his preface 
to the French translation of the New Testament made by his 
cousin Pierre Robert (Olivétan).27 Almost contemporaneous 
with this are the early pages of chapter 1, “On the Law,” of 
the 1536 Institution. I call this in chapter 2 “The Kernel of 
Calvin’s Faith.”

It is the intolerable contrast between God’s absolute per-
fection and man’s fallenness that initiated Calvin’s religious 
quest. Like Augustine, he saw no instant perfection succeed-
ing the event of conversion, however “subita”28 it seemed; 
there is rather a growth into the Christian life to a perfection 
beyond death—all the gracious gift of God in Christ. So he 
begins this “kernel” account of faith with the two knowledges: 
of God’s glory, justice, mercy, and gentleness; and of fallen 
man’s ignorance, iniquity, impotence, death, judgment. In 
the third place, we are shown the law, the written law of the 
Old Testament and the inwardly written law of conscience, 
as God’s first effort to bridge the gulf between Creator and 
created. The law is for us a mirror in which to discern and 
contemplate our sin and curse. It leads us to the impasse of 
being called to glorify, honor, and love our Lord and Father, 
but unable to perform these duties. Therefore we deserve 
the curse, judgment—eternal death. This was indeed the 
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sequence of Calvin’s experience, or more accurately, it was the 
shape that in retrospect he gave his experience in the light of 
the Pauline-Augustinian tradition and that he generalized 
in his teaching.

But the impasse, through God’s mercy, is breached; 
another way is opened to us. It is forgiveness of sins through 
Christ. Calvin’s “kernel,” in its fourth and final section, 
comes back once more to the knowledge of ourselves, of 
our poverty and ruin. The lesson of this knowledge is that 
we learn to humble ourselves, cast ourselves before God, 
seek His mercy. Thus will Christ, our leader, the only Way 
to reach the Father, bring us into eternal blessedness. Our 
piety then is our pathway, in grace, from estrangement to 
reunion with our Creator. It is the way of suffering, but 
also of joy.

Thus Calvin’s conversion took a lifetime to be worked 
out. We cannot here summarize that brief but crowded life. 
But we can look at several episodes in it that will explain why 
he believed in the third use of the law—its pedagogical use 
as tutor to converted Christians—and denominated it the 
law’s chief use.29 His life will also exemplify his teaching on 
calling, that the Christian must, like a sentry, stand guard 
at his post while he lives.30

First, look at how Calvin was called to his initial min-
istry in Geneva. His initial vision of the Christian life (like 
Augustine’s) was that of a retired, contemplative, intellectual 
study of the faith. William Farel, that hotheaded pioneer 
of the French-language Reformation who was spurned in 
his invitation to Calvin to work with him in Geneva, a city 
that had just chosen the Reformed faith, had recourse to 
imprecation and threat: “You are following,” he thundered 

at Calvin, “your own wishes and I declare, in the name of 
God Almighty, that if you do not assist us in this work of 
the Lord, the Lord will punish you for seeking your own 
interest rather than his.”31

And so, against his will, Calvin took up the task at 
Geneva as at the invitation of God Himself. After Calvin’s 
banishment in 1538 from Geneva, Bucer used the same 
threat to persuade him to assume pastoral and teaching 
duties at Strasbourg.32

Calvin was subsequently importuned from his happy 
pastoral relationship with a tiny French congregation in 
Strasbourg to return to Geneva.33 It must be said that the 
Strasbourg sojourn was crucial in working out pastorally 
and practically and liturgically the full meaning of pietas. 
In his study of the sufferings of the patriarchs, Calvin 
mirrored his own tolerantia crucis: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 
and the rest, David included, withstood terrible hardships, 
pain, suffering, because they were on pilgrimage. The hope 
that was to come fed them on their journey.34 This too 
was the secret of Calvin’s triumphant struggle against the 
overwhelming odds that faced him and his world. This 
too kept alive his feeble body, taxed as it constantly was 
beyond its strength. This too enabled him to maintain a 
ceaseless literary output of the highest order and one so 
decisive for posterity.

Piety in Calvin’s view of the Christian life. We have endeav-
ored to define pietas in Calvin’s own words and his own acts. 
Let us now turn to the principles of pietas as he worked them 
out in his Institutes of the Christian Religion. In doing this, it 
will be necessary to examine more fully the transition years 
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1538–1541 of the Strasbourg exile, which we have just now 
lightly sketched.

The portion of Calvin’s Institutes on which we would 
like to concentrate our attention at this time comprises, in 
the final Latin edition of that book printed in the author’s 
lifetime (1559), chapters 6–10 of book 3.35 One may search 
in vain the pages of the first edition of that work (1536) for 
any section corresponding to this one on the Christian life.36 
Actually (with some subsequent additions) it dates from 
1539, the year of the second Latin edition, and remained 
in all editions from 1539 to 1554 the final chapter of the 
Institutes. Why was such an important subject so belatedly 
treated by Calvin?

The clue to the answer lies, I believe, in a comparison of 
what Calvin wrote before he went to Strasbourg in 1538 and 
what he wrote after that date. On the one hand, examine the 
Institution of 1536, the Articles Concerning the Organization 
of the Church and Worship of January 1537,37 and the Confes-
sion and Catechism of the Church of Geneva of 1537–1538.38 
On the other hand, examine the Institutes of 1539 (in which 
he placed the treatise “On the Christian Life”); his Several 
Psalms and Songs Set for Singing, also of 1539;39 and his 1540 
Commentary on Romans. Add to these the literary output 
immediately following his return to Geneva from Strasbourg 
in 1541—that is, the Draft Ecclesiastical Ordinances of 1541, 
The Form of Prayers of 1542, and the third Latin edition of the 
Institutes (1543). What does a comparison show?40 We see a 
real growth in Calvin the churchman, in his grasp of the practi-
cal problems both of individual Christians and of the church 
as the society of Christians. All of these works are directed to 
the perfecting either of the Christian life or of the liturgical 

and disciplinary functioning of the church. Together they 
mark the significant changes that were later to be incorporated 
into books 3 and 4 of the 1559 Institutes. Both the Institution 
of 1536 and the Catechism of 1537–1538 were cast in the 
traditional catechetical mold: Decalogue, Apostles’ Creed, 
Lord’s Prayer, sacraments. In Geneva the efforts to enforce 
acceptance of the Confession and Catechism of 1537–1538, 
household by household, and oversight of morals, district by 
district, ended in failure and banishment from the city for 
both Farel and Calvin, as we have seen, in April 1538. What 
had gone wrong? Let us quickly review the facts.

On Sunday, 21 May 1536, the General Council of Geneva 
had unanimously voted by a show of hands to abolish the 
Mass and other papal ceremonies and abuses, images and 
idols, and had sworn with God’s help to live in the holy gos-
pel law and Word of God. The duly appointed Reforming 
pastors, William Farel and John Calvin, had taken their city 
fathers at their word and had planned literally to transform 
the city into a gospel community which had its true center 
in the Lord’s table. This was not to be, however. The pub-
lic documents of 1536–1537, as a consequence, underwent 
(after Calvin’s Strasbourg sojourn) a clarification of disci-
plinary procedures and a development of church polity in 
those of 1541–1543. The Institutes of 1539 shows a greater 
maturity and fullness in its understanding of the formation 
of the individual Christian than does the Institution of 1536. 
Similarly, the next edition, that of 1543, quite surpasses both 
the first and the second editions in its grasp of ecclesiology. 
Calvin indeed learned from experience, both in the first two 
years in Geneva and in the three-year interim in Strasbourg 
under Martin Bucer’s tutelage.
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We may infer that the short treatise “On the Christian 
Life”41 is in a sense the firstfruits of Calvin’s reflection on 
his 1536–1538 failure. He realized, it would seem, that 
catechetical statements on such topics as faith, repentance, 
justification, regeneration, election, and related heads of 
doctrine—however clearly stated—would not suffice to 
transform men’s hearts, even though their minds might give 
intellectual assent to the new faith. A deeper reflection on the 
Christological foundations of the Christian life, particularly 
as they had been set forth by the apostle Paul, was called for. 
This short treatise supplied the lack we have noted in the 
1536 Institution and the Catechism of 1537–1538.

We must, however, slightly qualify this judgment. The 
1536 Institution contains certain short blank spaces in the 
text as printed, called alinea, at which points—in later edi-
tions—expansions of materials were made. This fact seems 
to bear out what Calvin himself says of his progress through 
the various editions of the Institutes, as he speaks to the 
reader in 1559: “I was never satisfied until the work had been 
arranged in the order now set forth.”42 Also, the Catechism 
of 1537–1538, while largely an epitome of the prior edition 
of the Institution, does presage important changes to come 
in the Institutes of 1539.43

What then does the short treatise “On the Christian Life” 
tell us about Calvin’s continuing pilgrimage of faith?

First, we see further reflection on the contrast between 
the philosophers and Scripture.44 He had, in his conversion, 
already rejected the Greek and Latin authors as moral guides. 
Here the contrast between them becomes sharper and more 
detailed. But some vestiges of their influence still remain. 
This can be illustrated by his attitude here expressed toward 

Stoicism. Rejected are Stoic notions of fate and of the pas-
sionless wise man and Stoic strictures against pity. We might 
here note in passing that even before his conversion Calvin 
had begun to show such an attitude, as his Commentary on 
“De Clementia,” which we previously quoted, reveals. But the 
Stoics’ call to follow God, their insistence that we are born 
to help one another, and their preaching of moderation and 
frugality45 are sufficiently close to Calvin’s Christian piety 
to remain a part of his moral teaching.

Second, since penning his first great theological essay 
of 1536, Calvin had come to know the early church fathers, 
both Greek and Latin, far better. The homilies of a Basil or 
of a Chrysostom or the writings of a Cyprian or an Ambrose 
filled in gaps in his pastoral knowledge. Most important 
of all, Augustine brought him to a deeper understanding 
of Paul.46 He was therefore in a position in the spring of 
1539, after five months as pastor of the French congregation 
in Strasbourg and a brief visit with Bucer to Frankfurt, to 
write this portion of his forthcoming second Latin edition 
of the Institutes. On 12 May Calvin began to lecture on the 
Epistles of Paul to the Corinthians.47 On 16 October he dedi-
cated his shortly-to-be-published Commentary on Romans 
to the Basel savant Simon Grynaeus. This concentration on 
Pauline studies is reflected in the treatise “On the Christian 
Life.” Not only is it steeped in Paul’s thought; Calvin’s very 
purpose smacks of Paul’s way of working in the churches: 
“. . . to show some order whereby the Christian man may 
be led and directed to order his life aright.” This is Calvin’s 
announced intention.

The treatise “On the Christian Life” is a marvel of brev-
ity. After a call to the holiness that God demands of His 
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children, a holiness deep within the heart, Calvin began to 
describe the lifelong process of growth into Christian perfec-
tion in and through Christ.48 Here Calvin was consciously 
standing on a middle ground between the two-tiered Roman 
Catholic notion of the Christian life49 and the instant per-
fection he rightly or wrongly inferred from the teaching of 
the Anabaptists.50

He then moved on to describe the Christological pattern 
as it unfolds inwardly in the heart—“Denial of Self.”51 The 
same following of Christ is then traced in the outward life 
as the “Bearing of the Cross.”52

He next turned to an examination first of the present,53 
then of the future life.54 I have sometimes asked my students 
reading book 3 in the Institutes to stop after reading chapter 
9 and write down their impressions, then go on to chapter 10 
and do the same once more. At the end of chapter 9 Calvin 
sounds like a medieval monk, reflecting on the vanities of 
the world; at the end of chapter 10, he is clearly free of medi-
evalism! The secret? It is the hope of the life to come that gives 
meaning and purpose to the life in which we presently are.55

As one reads these pages, one feels in a field of magnetic 
force, set between poles. Calvin’s deep religious insight was 
born in controversy. Constantly he strove to find a middle, 
Scripturally informed ground between extremes: here it 
lies between Roman Catholic and Anabaptist. When we 
study Calvin, we can never flatten out his thought, excerpt 
it, generalize from it. We must read it in its totality, and 
within the historical, Biblical, and theological context out 
of which it came. Our own view and practice of the Chris-
tian life, in like manner, must issue from pondering on the 
deep antinomies of the faith in our own time. Yet there is a 

great deal that Calvin can say to us about the conduct of the 
Christian life in this last quarter of the twentieth century. 
Right in this section, for example, he enunciated a principle 
of Christian stewardship of nature and of style of living that 
speaks to our present ecological crisis.56 Before the great 
technological advances of recent centuries, before the present 
age of extraterrestrial exploration, Calvin knew the planet 
Earth was what we today call a “closed ecosystem.” Here and 
elsewhere in his writings he tells us how the creation is to 
be used by man.

Moses now adds, that the earth was given to man, with 
this condition, that he should occupy himself in its cul-
tivation. Whence it follows, that men were created to 
employ themselves in some work, and not to lie down in 
inactivity and idleness. This labour, truly, was pleasant, 
and full of delight, entirely exempt from all trouble and 
weariness; since, however, God ordained that man should 
be exercised in the culture of the ground, he condemned, 
in his person, all indolent repose. Wherefore, nothing is 
more contrary to the order of nature, than to consume life 
in eating, drinking, and sleeping, while in the meantime 
we propose nothing to ourselves to do. Moses adds, that 
the custody of the garden was given in charge to Adam, 
to show that we possess the things which God has com-
mitted to our hands, on the condition, that being content 
with a frugal and moderate use of them, we should take 
care of what shall remain. Let him who possesses a field, 
so partake of its yearly fruits, that he may not suffer 
the ground to be injured by his negligence; but let him 
endeavor to hand it down to posterity as he received it, 
or even better cultivated. Let him so feed on its fruits, 
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that he neither dissipates it by luxury, nor permits [it] 
to be marred or ruined by neglect. Moreover, that this 
economy, and this diligence, with respect to those good 
things which God has given us to enjoy, may flourish 
among us; let every one regard himself as the steward of 
God in all things which he possesses. Then he will neither 
conduct himself dissolutely, nor corrupt by abuse those 
things which God requires to be preserved.57

Calvin believed too, as we have said, in gradual growth in 
the Christian life.58 Does not the very writing of this sec-
tion illustrate his own growth, not to be complete until his 
death in 1564?

How may we sum up, for our own use, Calvin’s teaching 
on pietas, on Christian discipleship? From Calvin’s experi-
ence, as we have just reviewed it, and from our own experi-
ence of trying to live the Christian life in these times, we may 
infer a few general principles that may assist us in our search 
of a style of living commensurate with the gospel.

1. One cannot really understand a particular Christian’s 
view of discipleship apart from his times and apart from his 
own distinctive experience of Christ.

2. Also, certain tacit assumptions which we make in our 
daily living must be identified, and at least momentarily set 
aside, if we are to understand a classic theologian’s teaching: 
for example, (1) the myth of human self-sufficiency and of 
scientific-technological supremacy; (2) the treatment of God 
as a shadowy concept, not very important for daily life; (3) 
the notion of the Scriptures as a human book, rather like 
other books; (4) the rejection of an afterlife and the concen-
tration of all human attention and effort on the present life; 

(5) the emphasis on the production of goods and the notion 
of man as a consuming animal; and (6) the view of man as 
a creature whose wants are to be satisfied.

3. Conversely, to understand Calvin’s view of Christian 
discipleship, we must for the moment open our minds to 
certain basic assumptions that he makes: (1) man’s total 
dependence upon God; (2) nature’s being ours to use and 
enjoy, but with moderation and accountability; (3) God’s 
providential care; (4) the contrast between philosophers 
and Scripture; (5) the afterlife’s being not only the goal of 
the present life, but its nourishment in hope; (6) all goods 
as the gifts of God’s kindness to us; and (7) the account we 
will at the end render to God of their use.

Obstacles to Piety according to  
the Polemical Tracts

One thing that has marked all great theologians, from 
Paul the apostle onward, is that their finest theology has 
been called forth by specific requests for help. At bottom, 
then, true theology and true exegesis are an exercise of the 
pastoral office. Calvin claimed a double pastoral intent for 
the Institutes: (1) to introduce neophytes to the study of 
the Scriptures; (2) to justify the French evangelicals before 
a hostile government and (if we may add its corollary) to 
hearten these evangelicals in their effort to lead a Christian 
life under harsh circumstances.

Also for the heartening of beleaguered Christians, but 
even more pointed than Calvin’s theological and exegetical 
works, are selected polemical works from his pen, most of 
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them undertaken in response to anguished cries for help 
from evangelical Christians. This class of writings is virtually 
unknown except to specialists, yet they carry the teaching of 
pietas that necessary further step: to overcome the obstacles 
that commonly stand in the way of leading the Christian life 
for members of churches in the Reformed tradition. From 
this rich store of pastoral instruction, we have selected three 
tracts for a brief perusal: On Scandals (1550),59 Excuse to the 
Nicodemites (1544),60 and What a Faithful Man . . . Ought 
to Do Dwelling Amongst the Papists (1543).61

On Scandals (1550). Reformed Christians, especially 
Frenchmen, underwent great vexations on account of the 
faith. Calvin for a long time pondered writing a tract to 
amplify the spiritual advice he had already given in the Insti-
tutes. Many persecuted evangelicals sought refuge in Geneva; 
extensive correspondence also kept Calvin informed of the 
plight of his countrymen who remained at home. In Sep-
tember 1546 Calvin wrote to Farel that he was suspending 
work on such a tract because of labors on the Commentary 
on Galatians; the tract was completed in August 1550. The 
occasion for it was the misfortune of his friend, Laurence de 
Normandie, who after accepting the Reformed faith gave up 
his country and social position in favor of the gospel, and in 
the space of a year lost his father, wife, and little daughter. 
It is understandable that Laurence was tempted to read in 
these events the curse of God attendant upon his change of 
religion. Calvin took up his pen both to console Laurence in 
his great loss and to strengthen him in the faith.

The gospel teaches that Christ Himself is a scandal, and 
we cannot follow the gospel apart from scandal. The danger 

of this rock of offense has turned four classes of men away 
from the gospel: those who are so naturally modest as to 
be horror-struck at the scandal, and dare not even taste the 
gospel; those who are too lazy or sluggish or unteachable to 
bother with the gospel; those who reject the gospel because 
they are arrogant and perversely convinced of their own 
wisdom; and finally those who maliciously and deliberately 
collect all sorts of scandal and even invent many to deform 
the gospel out of hatred for it.

Calvin saw three sorts of scandals on which men stum-
ble: those intrinsic to gospel-teaching itself; those “annexed” 
scandals that arise out of the preaching of the gospel; finally, 
those “adventitious” scandals that spring from moral deprav-
ity, hypocrisy, the ingratitude and vanity of worldly professors 
of the faith.

“Intrinsic” scandals characterize those who take offense 
at the gospel because of the simplicity of its language. The 
Christian doctrines, in Calvin’s view, that commonly stir dis-
gust in men’s minds include: the two natures of Christ, salva-
tion obtained from Christ’s sufferings alone, His becoming a 
curse for us and thus blessing us, our righteousness being in 
God only and not in ourselves, Christ’s cross, our self-denial, 
and constancy in time of persecution. Here Calvin eloquently 
summarized the long chronicle of the church’s sufferings.62 
Finally he noted the scandals of those who ascribe their sins 
to God or stumble at the doctrine of predestination. 

The “annexed” scandals that arise when the gospel is 
preached lead to sects and controversies among Christian 
teachers. Some men are offended because the gospel often 
gives rise to strife and war. Calvin replied that war is justified 
if it is for souls; Christ foretold wars. The “cultured despisers” 
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of the gospel (such as the circle of Rabelais) raise a scandal 
by converting Christian freedom into licentiousness.

Wicked ministers of the gospel living among the good 
are the cause of scandal; the gospel is not chargeable with 
their guilt; throughout its history offenses appear; the com-
mingling of the wicked with the good is intended to prove 
the faith of the latter. Another source of offense is the easy 
enticement of some people from the profession of the truth. 
Over against this, Calvin set the courage of the women of 
Artois and the Netherlands.

“Adventitious” scandals spring from moral depravity, 
hypocrisy, and the ingratitude and vanity of worldly profes-
sors of the faith. Among the calumnies hurled at Reformed 
Christians by opposing preachers were the charges that the 
Reformed had abrogated auricular confession, condemned 
fasting, abandoned celibacy, and opened marriage to all.

Calvin closed the treatise with an eloquent admonition, 
translated here in the colorful language of the Elizabethan Age, 
to unity under Christ, the sole foundation. Christians

. . . being armed with the remedies by me showed, they 
rather keep Christ still for their foundation, than by their 
rash and ignorant running against Him, make Him to 
themselves a stone to stumble at, and a rock to dash 
against. It cannot otherwise be but that in this world, 
many occasions of offense must from time to time be 
fathered upon the faithful. From these not even Christ 
himself was free. Rather, it is scarcely to be hoped for, 
that they should step one pace, but that the devil cast 
some stumbling block in their way. So must they walk 
through innumerable offenses. But albeit the variety of 
them be manifold, and the heap thick packed, yet shall 

none be a Christian, but he that wadeth through them 
with victory.63

Excuse to the Nicodemites (1544).64 Laodicean lukewarm-
ness, ever a problem in the Christian church, seems today 
one of the chief plagues of the old-line denominations in 
affluent America. Calvin had a name for the general class of 
such persons, “Messrs. the Nicodemites.” They received their 
sobriquet from the well-known inquirer in John’s Gospel. 
Calvin first encountered such people at the court of Mar-
guerite at Ferrara, which he visited in 1536 on the eve of his 
detention by Farel in Geneva. Calvin directed several tracts 
against these siren prophets of religious compromise and 
sweet reasonableness. We shall look only at the Excuse.

Calvin’s basic argument was that God is the Lord of 
the body no less than of the soul of the elect. Therefore the 
believer must honor God by public worship, upright life, and 
abstention from idolatrous conformity to the papal church. 
He directed his critique of religious lukewarmness against 
four kinds of  “Nicodemites.” There are evangelical priests 
and bishops who preach from Catholic pulpits the evangeli-
cal message but give their congregations the impression that 
they have thereby made acceptable the whole superstition-
encrusted ecclesiastical shell in which the unreformed church 
hobbles. The second Nicodemite sect he found in the “deli-
cate prothonotaries” who play religion with the ladies of the 
court and beguile them with sweet theological niceties, all 
of them condemning with one voice the too-great auster-
ity of Geneva. This is the religion of the theological salon. 
A third group is comprised of the men of letters, given to 
philosophy and the tolerance of the foolish superstitions of 
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the Papacy. For them it is enough to know God by books 
and contemplation in their ivory towers, without becoming 
strained or sullied by involvement in the organization of the 
community of faith, worship, and Christian action. These 
men half-convert Christianity into philosophy. In a rather 
extremely worded condemnation of them, Calvin said: “I 
would prefer that all human sciences were exterminated from 
the earth, than for them to be the cause of freezing the zeal of 
Christians and turning them from God.”65 The last group will 
raise a respondent chord in American hearts. This includes 
the merchants and common people, who would prefer that 
their pastors or priests not become so much involved in the 
fine points of doctrine and thereby disturb commerce and 
the workaday tasks and satisfactions.

What a Faithful Man . . . Ought to Do Dwelling Amongst 
the Papists (1543). A basic issue in the two works already 
examined is what a Reformed Christian is to do when pressed 
to conform to the religious practices and beliefs of the unre-
formed church that dominates his native place. Calvin was 
indeed aware of the bitter prospect of losing body and goods, 
of stirring the world to opprobrium against oneself, and of 
forsaking the ease of life in one’s own country for harsh exile 
in a foreign land. (Here one is reminded of the impassioned 
lines at the close of the dedicatory letter to Francis I of France 
that introduces the Institutes of the Christian Religion.)66 This 
is the very route Calvin himself had taken. Many had been 
asking him how they should live and worship in accord with 
their own conscience when law and custom work against 
this. The tract was a detailed answer to them; it is also an 
extended application of pietas.

What shall men do? Calvin replied: We must not mea-
sure our duty to God according to our own advantage or 
physical convenience. We are not to rely on our own brain 
but rather to trust God’s own providence, that He will keep 
us even in the midst of a thousand deaths.

What should be the general principles of Christian 
behavior? If God declares His will to us through His Word, 
we should follow it and not debate with God. The first les-
son in Christ’s school is that if we are ashamed of Him or 
His Word, He will be ashamed of us when He comes in 
judgment. God is not satisfied that we acknowledge Him 
secretly in our hearts; we are to profess outwardly that we 
are His. Or to put it in the language of the treatise “On the 
Christian Life,” with which we have already dealt, “We belong 
to God.”67 Should everyone declare himself openly, whether 
or not anybody ask him about his faith? Only those called 
thereto should preach openly, but everyone should witness 
according to his gifts, inviting his neighbor to join in true 
worship and Christian instruction. Since we have no defi-
nite rule for all, let every man ask our Lord to direct him 
in true wisdom to his duty, and then let him do it with all 
his power.

The chief question to which Calvin addressed himself in 
this tract is this: “Should a truly Christian man go to mass 
when he is among the Papists? Should he worship images, 
relics (and such like ceremonies)? A prior question which 
must be answered is: what is idolatry? Idolatry is of two 
sorts: first, when a man through a false fantasy conceived in 
his heart or spirit corrupts and perverts the spiritual balm 
of the one only God; second, when a man gives or transfers 
the honor which belongs to God only, to any creature.” (Par-
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enthetically, this would confirm our earlier postulation that 
the Romans passage underlying this view of idolatry is in 
fact the key verse that triggered Calvin’s conversion.)

What duty do we owe God? Is it not enough to hold 
God in secret within our hearts? Calvin answered with a 
resounding no! God must be glorified in both our hearts 
and our bodies as well, for the latter too are redeemed by 
Jesus’ blood. Therefore, we must not prostitute our bodies, 
which are the very temple of the Holy Spirit, before an idol. 
When we kneel before an idol we derogate God’s majesty. 
All this is, once more, the familiar call to holiness before 
the all-holy God.

But can we really label the Mass as pagan idolatry? Surely, 
though it may be corrupt, it is still men’s intention by it to 
worship God and not a humanly devised idol; consequently, 
such calling upon God’s name, though perhaps idolatrous, 
is not perilous, is it? This argument did not impress Calvin. 
He responded: If you go about worshiping God in a perverse 
and unlawful manner, you are worshiping an idol.

What then about the practice of the Mass in Calvin’s 
own day? One does not condemn all papal rites, but only 
those that are completely bad. No evangelical Christian can 
submit to daily mass, for this is manifest idolatry. What then 
about high mass? Is this not better since it is a memorial of 
the Lord’s Supper? No, this is a corruption of the Lord’s 
Supper and as such is idolatrous; also the priestly absolution 
that follows is a violation of God’s authority.

Calvin then sketched the cultic acts that mark the daily 
life of an unreformed Christian, from birth to death, labeling 
them abominations to be avoided by faithful believers. But 
still a crowd of excuses for conformity to such practices must 

be dealt with. Of course it is wrong to participate in these 
rites, but if one does them out of fear of men, is this not a 
light fault? Surely far worse crimes than this are committed? 
Calvin replied that such hypocrisy is no light fault, for it runs 
clean counter to God’s requirement that man sanctify and 
consecrate himself to God—both in body and in spirit, but 
the spirit as chief takes the principal place.

Another excuse: What good would come of it if everyone 
declared he would serve God purely? To this Calvin rejoined: 
If it pleases God, the faithful man will undergo persecution, 
flight, prison, banishment, and even death itself.

Still another excuse: Suppose everyone wished to leave 
idolatry; then all the countries under Antichrist’s reign 
would be deprived of the faithful. Having thus departed, 
where could they settle, since the regions where God is 
purely called upon cannot absorb any more population. 
To this Calvin replied: If this happened, our Lord would 
provide for His faithful in some way—either convert the 
hearts of the princes and magistrates, moving them to put 
down idolatry and establish the true worship of God, or at 
least soften them so that they would not force the faithful 
to defile themselves against their consciences or would not 
act cruelly against them.

The supply of excuses is not yet exhausted. If those 
capable of following the gospel take themselves away, how, 
if the seed is removed, can the doctrine of the gospel be 
multiplied? Calvin’s answer is sharp: If all who have been 
given knowledge of the truth did but half their duty, there 
would not be one corner of the world not filled with it. Lack 
of courage is the fault. Have faith that if one man moves 
away, God will raise up four in his place.
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The final excuse is a taunt thrown at Calvin: It is very 
well for you to talk from your safe place! If you were in our 
place, you would do as we do! Calvin answered: I speak as 
my conscience prompts, without boasting. If I were in a place 
where I thought I could not avoid idolatry without danger, I 
would pray the Lord to strengthen me and give me constancy 
to prefer His glory over my own life.

After a call to martyrdom, Calvin gave his final advice 
to evangelical Christians. If you live in a land where you 
cannot worship purely, go into exile if you can. If you can-
not flee, abstain from idolatry while purely worshiping 
God in private. But suppose one has not the strength or 
constancy or is held back by parents, family, or the like? As 
far as your infirmity permits, follow the surest and sound-
est counsel. Insofar as you depart from the right way out 
of fear of men, confess your sin to God. Try daily to be 
sorry in order that you may obtain God’s mercy. Then ask 
your Father to draw you out of bondage or to establish a 
right form of the church throughout the world so you can 
duly honor Him.

Thus do these tracts pastorally apply pietas to the 
troubled, perplexed lives of those who longed to work 
out the renewal that had already touched their hearts. It 
has been said that Calvin is a theologian for hard times. 
Though too often curtained over by affluence, the church 
is living in a hard time. All the forces contrary to a truly 
Reformed faith that stood in the way in the sixteenth cen-
tury have their twenty-first-century counterpart. Luke-
warm Nicodemites and learned scoffers are in the very 
bosom of the church, and—I may say—the seminaries. 
It will not take much imagination to find the category 

of obstacle-makers to which each of us in our failure to 
follow Christ belongs. Deny self ! Follow God! Bear your 
cross! Let the hope of the life to come give meaning for 
your present life. What excuses do we give for not fol-
lowing this way of pietas?

It remains for us to summarize the teaching of Calvin 
on pietas. What better passage to do this is there than 
the hymn to Creation which is included in chapter 7 of 
this volume and to which you, the reader, are invited to 
turn.
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The Spiritual Pilgrimage of Calvin

v
 It is hard to express in words
 What varied and shining riches
 This treasure contains:
 Whatever I am about to say
 5 I know will fall far short
 Of the worth of the Book of Psalms.
 But because it is better to give a taste,
 However slight, to my readers
 Than to remain utterly silent,
 10 Permit me to touch briefly
 On a matter whose importance
 Cannot be completely explained.
 Not without reason, it is my custom
 To call this book
 15 An Anatomy of All the Parts of the Soul
 Since there is no emotion
 Anyone will experience
 Whose image is not reflected
 In this mirror.
 20 Indeed, here the Holy Spirit

 Has drawn to the life
 All pains, sorrows, fears, doubts,
 Hopes, cares, anxieties—
 In short—all the turbulent emotions
 25 With which men’s minds
 Are commonly stirred.
 The rest of the Scriptures contains
 The commandments that God
 Enjoined upon His servants
 30 To announce to us.
 But here the prophets themselves
 Speaking with God
 Uncover all their inner feelings
 And call, or rather drag,
 35 Each one of us
 To examine himself.
 Thus is left hidden
 Not one of the very many infirmities
 To which we are subject,
 40 Not one of the very many vices
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 With which we are stuffed.
 A rare and singular achievement it is
 When, all recesses laid bare,
 The heart, purged of hypocrisy
 45 (Most baneful infection of all),
 Is brought into the light of day.
 In short, if calling upon God
 Is the greatest bastion of our salvation,
 Since in no other place
 50 Can one seek
 A better and surer rule for it
 Than in this book,
 It follows that,
 As each man best advances
 55 In understanding it,
 He will attain a good part
 Of heavenly doctrine.

 True prayer is born
 First from our own sense of need,
 60 Then from faith in God’s promises.
 Here will the readers be best awakened
 To sense their ills,
 And, as well, to seek
 Remedies for them.
 65 Whatever can stimulate us
 When we are about to pray to God,
 This book teaches.
 Not only are God’s promises presented to us there,
 But often there is shown to us
 70 Someone, girding himself for prayer,

 Caught between God’s invitation
 And the hindrance of the flesh.
 Thus are we taught how,
 If at any time
 75 We are plagued with various doubts,
 To fight against them
 Until the mind, freed,
 Rises to God.
 And not that only:
 80 But amid hesitations, fears,
 Trepidations, we are still
 To rely on prayer
 Until some solace comes.
 Although unfaith may shut the gate
 85 To our prayers,
 Yet are we not to yield
 Whenever our hearts waver
 Or are beset with unrest,
 Until from these struggles
 90 Faith emerges victorious.
 In many passages we are shown
 God’s servants so wavering
 In the midst of prayer
 That, almost overwhelmed
 95 By alternate despair and hope,
 They gain the prize
 Only by hard effort.
 On the one hand the infirmity of the flesh
 Reveals itself,
 100 On the other, the force of faith
 Is manifested.
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 If it is not as vigorous
 As might be desired,
 Yet is it prepared to struggle
 105 Until little by little
 It acquires perfect strength.
 But since the principles
 Of proper prayer will be found
 Scattered through the whole work,
 110 I shall not burden my readers
 With needless repetition
 Nor hold up their progress.
 Only, it was worthwhile in passing
 To show that in this book
 115 Something no less desirable
 Is furnished to us:
 Not only does intimate access to God
 Lie open to us,
 But infirmities that shame forbids us
 120 To confess to men,
 We are permitted and free to lay open
 Before our God.
 Here also is precisely prescribed
 The proper way to offer
 125 “The sacrifice of praise,”
 Which God declares
 Is most precious and sweet-smelling
 To Him.
 Nowhere else does one read
 130 More shining tidings
 Of God’s singular kindness to His Church
 And of all His works.

 Nowhere else are related so many deliverances,
 Or shine so brightly
 135 Proofs of His fatherly providence
 And care for us.
 Nowhere else, to sum up,
 Is set forth a fuller reason
 To praise God,
 140 Or are we more sharply pricked
 To perform this duty of piety.

 Moreover, although this book is crammed
 With all sorts of precepts
 Capable of shaping our life
 145 Holily, piously, justly,
 Still especially does it instruct us
 To bear the cross.
 Here is the true proof of obedience,
 Where, bidding farewell to our own affections,
 150 We subject ourselves to God
 And allow our lives
 To be so governed by His will
 That things most bitter and harsh to us—
 Because they come from Him—
 155 Become sweet to us.
 Finally, here not only general praises
 Of God’s goodness are recounted
 To teach us to rest in Him alone,
 So that godly minds may await
 160 Some help from Him in all necessity;
 But also freely given forgiveness of sins,
 Which alone both reconciles us to God
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 And obtains for us quiet repose with Him,
 Is so commended.
 165 That utterly nothing is lacking
 To our knowledge of eternal salvation.

Calvin’s Identification with David

 Moreover, if my readers should happen
 To feel some benefit and profit
 From the labor I have put
 170 Into writing this commentary,
 I want them to know
 That the experience I have had
 Through the struggles in which
 The Lord has exercised me,
 175 Even though it has not been of the highest degree,
 Has nonetheless served me greatly.
 I have benefited
 Not only in being able to fathom
 How one must apply
 180 And put into practice
 All the teaching one could gather from the Psalms,
 But also in opening up more fully
 To my understanding
 The intention of each of the writers
 185 Who composed the Psalms.

 And because David is the chief among them,
 I was greatly helped to understand more fully
 The laments he made concerning the afflictions

 The church had to bear within itself,
 190 By the fact that I suffered
 The same or similar troubles
 From the enemies of the church
 Within her household.
 For although I am far away
 195 From following David
 And fall far short
 Of being his equal—
 Or, to put it better,
 Although aspiring slowly
 200 And with great difficulty
 To the many virtues in which he excels—
 I still feel so tied to the opposing vices;
 Yet, if I have some things
 In common with him,
 205 I am content to examine these
 And make some comparison
 Between us.
 Thus, therefore, when I read
 The evidences of his faith,
 210 Patience, ardor, zeal, uprightness,
 I am often compelled to groan and sigh
 That I am so far
 From approaching him.
 Yet it is a very useful thing
 215 For me to contemplate in him,
 As in a mirror,
 Both the beginning of my calling
 And the continued course of my office.
 From this I recognize most certainly
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